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A Raganistic View of the Universe
In effect, that is exactly what happens Transiting planets, 

coming into contact with the natal planetary positions, espe
cially through conjunctions and oppositions, are able to create 
differing moods and feelings as well os sometimes foretell 
minor events such os unexpected gifts or accidents It is not 
the planets creating these events, but the native's frame of 
mind

continued from lost page astrology to find o midway energy between two planets 
When two or more charts ore compared in this woy each 
plonet is token separately into consideration For example 
both charts Suns ore calculated, then the Moons, the Mer- 
curys. etc

The Sun of Chart A is 13

native os on over-estimation of his/her energy level, resulting 
m restlessness ond irritability The Uromon square, soy. in Third 
House, may provide the release for this frustration with angry 
letters or graffiti (Third House of communication ond short dis
tance travelling) or reckless driving (perhaps even profes
sional racrg)

The hardest of the three square aspects, however, is the 
Grand Cross The energies here 
neither run m circles nor find on

which transforms into 43. os 
we ore working in '30's' ogom Chart B's Sun is 25 
98 The two numbers ore added together, coming to 141. 
which calculates into 21 , the fifth sign of the Zodiac
The first thing this composite chart tells you is the energies of 
the two people ore binding together to form o leonine qual
ity ond the relationship will be one of lighthearted fun. gener
osity and pride This mode of calculation will be used for the 
rest of the planets to find the emotional quality (Moon), the 
commumotion (Mercury), the love ond social life (Venus), etc 
The aspects ore treated similarly to those of the Notol Chart, 
the one difference being they ore modified to take into con
sideration two people molding themselves into one relation
ship Whereas in o Notol Chart the Sun conjunct Venus meant 
physical beauty ond chorm. in o composite chart it denotes o 
deep ond abiding friendship. Sun conjunct Moon once meant 
inner harmony for the individual, it now reveals o deep under
standing of each other ond is the sign of marriage, formally 
or informally

orPlanets orbit ot different rotes, from the Moon whose 
earthly orbit is 28 days, to Pluto whose solor orbit is approxi
mately 248 earth years This means the effects felt by transit
ing planets os they aspect those of the Notol Chart may lost 
from minutes to months Example Moon conjunct Sun. 
junction which occurs in everyone's chart once o month ond 
lasts for approximately two hours, moy couse short-term 
introversion or anxiety Long term aspects would be Pluto con- 
junctmg the Sun — on aspect which could lost up to two 
years causing inner turmoil, growth ond/or destruction in the 
individual, o reshaping of his/her values — o feot which can
not be accomplished in mere days

The other rood to the future' lies in progressions' Progres
sions ore o little more complicated thon transits but cannot be 
pinpointed os precisely These ore calculated by adding to 
the dote of birth one day for each year lived by the native 
(soy the native is born April 1. I960 ond is now 22 The 
planets for April 22. I960 will be used os the progressions) 
The positions ond aspects of the planets will change more 
drastically os the native grows older and so. hopefully, will the 
personality change, os opposed to remaining stagnant

Our example will be on individual born December 10. o 
Sogittonus now 20 years old The dote his/her progressions 
will be calculated for is December 30 (10 plus 20) This 
the notol Sun hos changed signs, from 16 Sagittarius to 6 
Capricorn ond the native hos gone from a Sogittanon 
point to o Capricormon one This is the cose for most of the 
planets in the chart, which will also be changing in the aspects 
they moke to one another Perhaps even more important, 
however, ore the House placements they progress to. show 
mg o change in focus in the areos of life the native deems 
important Where once perhaps, the native concentrated on 
learning ond shaping his/her concepts (Ninth House), the 
emphasis moy now be on putting this knowledge into practise 
and propelling him/herself along in the business world

Lastly, there ore two other, similar, forms of chart interpreta
tion. ond these involve comparing charts (notol. transiting, or 
progressed) to discern how two or more people will get 
olong These ore most frequently set up for people planning 
to go into business together, families, friends, or lovers The 
methods ore colled synostry ond composites

Synastry is easy It takes two (or more) Notol Charts ond 
compares the aspects mode by the planets in both natives 
charts, cross-comparing them Business partners could not do 
better thon to find one s Mors conjunct the other's Jupiter 
(money1) in the Seventh House (partnership), or any good 
aspect to Venus which will ensure friendship ond financial 
profit Bod aspects, such os ones Uranus square the other’s 
Sun. however, moy find the two business people going their 
separate ways in o few months time because they 
longer get along with each other, or bod aspects to Jupiter 
moy indicate disosterous investing policies leading to rum

A couple in love would do well if one's Sun were in the 
some sign (conjunct) os the other's Moon, o combination of 
the Yin ond Yong or masculine/femmme principles, the con
scious will ond the subconscious emotions combined in 
harmony

Chart comparisons con also often tell why people ore sud
denly attracted or repulsed by another, or whot holds o 
couple together when they ore so obviously mismatched 
Saturn hos o lot to do with this ond. being the plonet of 
kormo. it mokes the pairings oil the more interesting Saturn is 
colled the teacher ond when it mokes contact with o plonet in 
someone's else's chart, it means both sides will leorn from the 
relationship, will be forced to leorn from it. ond my not be 
able to break owoy from it until the lesson is learned, whether 
it be love, communication, asserting the will, the emotions, etc 
The lessons ore not usually easy but os Soturn instills o feeling 
of responsibility in both parties, they ore bound to serve their 
term Composites ore midpoints Midpoints ore used much in
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outlet but ore suspended within the 
Cross The Grand Cross is two sets 
of oppositions m signs 90 degrees 
ooort ( Q I ^ opposition
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This aspect indicates severe problems ond setbacks 
throughout the native s life Using tins example, we begin with 
Venus opposition Pluto where we find o deep ond unsettled 
love live, o predisposition for getting involved in intense

26 is o

emo
tional ond sexuel relationships which con be demoralising 
According to Sokoison ond Acker's An Astrologer’s Hand
book, ond then o Moon opposition Mors indicating "a vola
tile ond emotional nature Put the two together without o 
resolution anywhere in sight ond we hove serious troubles 
Solutions will hopefully come from another area of the chart

O t is not the woy of the metaphysical 
astrologer to force their beliefs onto oth
ers because genuine evolution con only 
be initiated from within by the native him/- 

herself We cannot soy defmotely to whot ends this patch will 
lead, only that which I hove speculated of ot the beginning of 
the article But. in not knowing, we strive to leorn. ond in leorn- 
mg — learning our quirks ond shortcomings ond trying to 
improve ourselves in our interactions with this world ond its 
energies — we make the world just o little bn better — os 
one groin of sond in o long stretch of beoch it is not for us to 
soy we ore so insignificant we do not matter but rather, 
ore doing our best, and the potential for goodness on this 
beoch is so incredibly vast

Trines ore generally considered the nicest aspects to hove, 
m a woy Trines ore the gifts I mentioned before, problems 
we hove already mastered m our other lives ond ore easily 
dealt with in the present life A trine is two or more planets 
120 degrees opart ( 2
tGr ond $. I JÇ

anything else in the chart This is the aspect which allows y 
to sit Dock ond rest on your laurels — stimulation must come 
from elsewhere Example Moon trine Uranus will instill in the 
native o sparkling, bubbly imagination, o quick wit. but without 
motivation these qualities con easily remom unchanneled 
Mercury trine Neptune moy become, in the native on active 
speaker on beholf of the rights of other people, 
who con communicate dearly to others peace or altruism But 
without motivation these thoughts moy never find themselves 
spoken

The Grand Trine, which connects three or more planets in 
'hree single trim 2 Vf ond R 5 ^ ond

28 ~Y )is one of the most outstanding rewords on 
individual moy possess Not only does it gather ’the planetary 
energies together into o more cohesive unit, but coupled 
usually with on opposition to one of the trmed planets, it 
electrifies that magic triangle to moke for o powerful personal
ity in the native

Like the Grand Square, the energies in the Grand Trine 
olsc. run m o circle but unlike the Grand Square, they con be 
re'eoseo through on opposing plonet In this cose, it will tie 
<3 27 providing opposition to J) 28 “Y~

The Grand Trine example indicates o deeply emotional 
(Pluto tone Moon), but restrained (
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verted individual The situation created by Mors ignites the 
volatile temperment of the Anen Moon, spurring the native to 
oction ond offsetting the usual complacency found in the 
Grand Trines O Sun 
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o
he Notol Chart, which we hove so for 
been discussing, presents the basis for the 
notives primary motivations Although this 
chart is mode for the time of birth, many 

of the habits guiding the native through his/her childhood 
remain the some throughout life However, there 
of ascertaining the native’s passing fancies by transits, and 
his/her general evolution through progressions

The planets ore in constant motion around the Sun. 
although even that luminary seems to move from the earth s 
point of view This movement is colled transitory The Notol 
Chart moy be compared to the doily events coming into 
tact with the native, making him/her oct/reoct to them
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